Background: The physiological fact that a stable level of brain glucose is more important than that of blood glucose suggests that the ultimate goal of the glucose-insulin-glucagon (GIG) regulatory system may be homeostasis of glucose concentration in the brain rather than in the circulation.
Background
The concentration of blood glucose is controlled continuously through regulatory hormones, mainly insulin and glucagon. An increase in glucose concentration in the blood, for example after meals or under stress, increases insulin secretion and depresses glucagon secretion from the pancreas. The balanced counteraction of insulin and glucagon regulates glucose production from the liver and glucose conversion into fat and maintains blood glucose level within a relatively narrow range. Diabetes is generally considered as a peripheral disease characteristic of dysfunction of such peripheral glucose-insulin-glucagon (GIG) interactions.
In addition to peripheral GIG interactions, the recently recognized central brain-endocrine crosstalk also plays a critical role in glucose homeostasis [1] . The brain, on one hand, possesses its own glucose sensing machinery that protects itself from hypoglycemic injury by triggering a rapid secretion of counterregulatory hormones in response to low extracellular glucose levels [2] . On the other hand, repressive adaptation of glucose transport across the blood-brain-barrier (BBB) occurs in response to chronic hyperglycemia to prevent a rise in brain glucose content [3] . The physiological fact that maintenance of a constant brain glucose level is more important than that of blood glucose level suggests that the ultimate goal of the GIG regulatory system, which consists of peripheral GIG interactions and central brain-endocrine crosstalk, is homeostasis of glucose concentration in the brain rather than in the blood.
Correlated to the brain, psychological stress is also considered to have major effects on metabolic activity since energy mobilization is the primary result of fight-or-flight response. Stress stimulates the release of various hormones through the hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis and results in elevated blood glucose levels. Due to the same mechanism, stress may be a potential contributor to chronic hyperglycemia in diabetes. In particular, the disease and its medical treatments add further stress due to restriction on life style of diabetes. Although human studies on the role of stress in the onset and development of diabetes are few, a large body of animal research supports the notion that stress enhances the state of hyperglycemia in this disease [4] .
Over the last 50 years, peripheral GIG interactions have been studied theoretically. Various mathematical models of glucose-insulin interaction have been developed after the first analogue model proposed by Bolie [5] . For example, Bergman and colleagues developed the so-called minimal model, which has been the model most applied in the current research on diabetes due to the small number of identifiable parameters used in the model [6] . Sturis et al. developed a mathematical model that uses three differential equations and one implicit time-delay to explore the physiological mechanism underlying ultradian oscillations in blood glucose and insulin concentrations [7] . Li et al. modified Sturis' model by introducing two explicit time-delays [8] . Excellent overviews of the mathematical models dealing with many aspects of diabetes are available, e.g., [9, 10] .
Although these models are useful either theoretically or practically, they lack key physiological aspects of the GIG regulatory system. That is, the roles of brain and stress are not included in any of these models. One of the major reasons is the general consideration that blood insulin is the main player in glucose homeostasis, while the brain and stress, which are participants in glucose homeostasis, are completely ignored in either physiology or clinical medicine. In fact, insulin is used as the sole drug in clinical practice to deal with blood hyperglycemia in diabetes. Another reason is related to the difficulty to represent stress quantitatively. To the best of our knowledge, quantitative measure of psychological stress has not yet been established.
The major purpose of this paper is to demonstrate the relationship between brain glucose homeostasis and peripheral blood hyperglycemia in diabetes. At the same time, this paper describes a theoretical model of the GIG regulatory system, in which the brain plays a major role, to provide a framework for quantitative discussion of the roles of brain and stress in glucose homeostasis both in normoglycemia and hyperglycemia.
For this purpose, the body is approximated compartmentally, while considering the brain as the controlled object and the body, with the exception of the brain, as the actuator. The concentration dynamics of glucose, as well as those of insulin and glucagon, are described in each compartment based on mass conservation law. The brainendocrine crosstalk is modeled as a proportional feedback control that regulates hepatic glucose production and pancreatic hormonal secretion, together with the peripheral GIG interactions. Psychological stress, which is quantitatively represented by an abstract parameter in the model, introduces modification to the feedback control. A transfer function characteristic of gain and time constant is used to describe BBB adaptation to dysglycemia as a dynamic process.
The model is verified through comparison of its simulation profiles with the clinical data reported independently in various original studies. The model is subsequently used to simulate a healthy person under long-term severe stress with and without fast BBB adaptation. The relationship between brain glucose homeostasis and blood hyperglycemia are demonstrated by extensive simulations. Finally, theoretical discussion opens up the door for novel strategies for diabetes control.
Hypothesis of brain glucose homeostasis
Glucose level in the brain mass is about 20% of that in the blood [11] . Control of brain glucose concentration is of supreme importance for human beings. Very low glucose concentrations can immediately induce seizures, loss of consciousness, and death, while chronic hyperglycemia would induce changes in hippocampal gene expression and function [12] . The range of brain glucose fluctuation is much smaller than that of blood glucose during euglycemia [13] . In rats, an increase of 50 mg/dl in blood glu-cose level from baseline value only caused 10 mg/dl increase in brain glucose level [14] . These physiological facts imply that the ultimate goal of the GIG regulatory system in the body, no matter whether it is healthy or not, may be not the homeostasis of glucose concentration in the blood, but the homeostasis of glucose concentration in the brain.
From the viewpoint of systems control, a one-to-one correspondence is established between the control of brain glucose homeostasis and a servo-mechanical control system, as shown in Fig. 1 . In this framework of glucose homeostasis, the brain is the controlled object and the brain glucose concentration is the controlled variable, while the rest of the body is considered as the actuator, where peripheral GIG interactions function under the influence of brain-endocrine crosstalk.
Such a framework corresponding to feedback control of brain glucose homeostasis is supported by anatomical evidences. Various glucosensing neurons are located in an interconnected network distributed throughout the brain, which also receives afferent neural input from glucosensors in the liver, carotid body, and small intestines [15] . Central insulin is also a hormonal signal that provides negative feedback to the brain for the regulation of glucose homeostasis [16] . After receiving information (central and peripheral glucose, central insulin) from afferent nerves, the hypothalamus sends signals, by stimulating the autonomic nerves or by releasing hormones from the pituitary gland, to the peripheral organs, including the liver and pancreas, to maintain homeostasis [17] .
As shown in Fig. 1 , stress can be viewed as a disturbance input to the controller. Therefore, various efferent signals from the controller to the actuator are affected by stress before regulating hepatic glucose production and pancreatic hormonal secretion.
Methods

Model development Assumptions
In order to establish a mathematical model of brain glucose homeostasis, some assumptions are unavoidable. The main assumptions include,
(1) The human body is composed of various segments, each of which consists of homogeneous mass and/or blood compartments; (2) All parameters are time-invariant, such as constant blood flow into the blood compartment of each segment, constant distribution volumes for glucose, insulin and glucagon in each compartment; (3) Hepatic glucose production and pancreatic hormonal secretion are regulatory methods of blood glucose. There are no limitations in these processes; (4) Glucose is utilized in tissue mass compartment or red blood cells, while insulin and glucagon are cleared in tissue mass compartments only; (5) Both hepatic glucose production and pancreatic hormonal secretion depend on local state of the liver mass and pancreas mass. The same is true for glucose utilization or hormone removal in the tissue mass compartment.
(6) The GIG regulatory system is independent of other physiological functions.
Feedback control for brain glucose homeostasis Figure 1 Feedback control for brain glucose homeostasis.
Other less important assumptions are made in the text when necessary.
Model structure
In an integrative model developed by the authors previously for systems medicine in the intensive care unit, the body is approximated by 6 segments (cranial, cardiocirculatory, lungs, muscle, visceral and others) or 13 compartments, and various parameters are determined mainly from the literature [18] [19] [20] [21] .
The compartmental structure and its parameters are applied in this study. Since the visceral segment in the original model represented a set of visceral tissues, including the liver, kidneys, gut, and pancreas, it is necessary to describe this visceral segment in detail in order to take account of hepatic glucose production, pancreatic hormonal secretion, gastrointestinal glucose absorption and glucose loss via urine in case of hyperglycemia.
As shown in Fig. 2 , the extended model consists of 9 segments or 19 compartments. The cranial segment consists of 3 compartments, corresponding to the brain mass, blood and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). The cardiocirculatory segment is composed of arterial and venous compartments. Each of the other 7 extracranial segments comprises 2 compartments, that is, one is the mass and the other is the blood.
Based on the anatomy of the hepatic portal vein, blood flow from the pancreas segment and that from the gut segment enter the blood compartment of the liver segment and then join the systemic circulation, together with the hepatic arterial blood flow from the arterial part of the cardiocirculatory segment.
Glucose, insulin and glucagon in the blood circulate through various blood compartments, which transact with their adjacent mass compartments. Glucose is produced endogenously in the liver mass compartment, or given exogenously into the gut mass or venous blood compartment. Insulin is produced in the pancreas mass or infused into the muscle mass or venous blood compartment. By contrast, glucagon is generated only in the pancreas mass compartment. Glucose is utilized in all tissue mass compartments and in the arterial compartment by erythrocytes, while insulin and glucagon are cleared in tissue mass compartments only.
Compartment model of brain glucose homeostasis
One of the main differences between the current extended model and the original model is that the former considers the cranial segment as the controlled object, the rest of the body as the actuator, and arterial blood glucose concentration as the actuating signal.
Another difference is the introduction of a feedback control loop of brain glucose in the extended model. Neuronal and hormonal signals are generated based on the brain glucose state and modified by stress before they regulate hepatic glucose production and pancreatic hormonal secretion. Such feedback loop of brain-endocrine crosstalk contributes to the control of brain glucose homeostasis, together with the peripheral GIG interactions occurring in the actuator.
Mathematical descriptions of the controlled object, the actuator and the controller are given separately during modeling.
Model of controlled object
Governing equations
Applying the mass conservation law, the dynamics of glucose in the cranial segment is described mathematically as follows, where V denotes the diagonal matrix (3 × 3) of distribution volume, G vector (3 × 1) of glucose concentration, G art is the glucose concentration in the arterial blood flowing into the brain blood compartment of the cranial segment. The left hand side represents the storage rate of glucose. Various matrices and vectors are given as follows, 
Facilitated transport through BBB/BCB
The blood-brain-barrier (BBB) and blood-CSF barrier (BCB) are the interfaces between the brain blood and brain mass. Physiologically, the BBB and BCB help to maintain brain glucose homeostasis by regulating the facilitated saturable transport of glucose with their semiimpermeability, as shown in Fig. 3 .
According to Rapoport [23] , glucose transport across the BBB, , is described by the Michaelis-Menten equation with two parameters, the maximal transport rate (T G0 ) and Michaelis constant (F G0 ), as follows, The facilitated infusion of glucose across the BCB, , is described similarly, although it is minor.
Dynamic BBB/BCB adaptation
Various clinical observations suggest that the dynamics of glucose transport across BBB/BCB is influenced by the adaptive nature of the barriers. For example, experimentally-induced chronic hypoglycemia in rats elicited overexpression of glucose transporter-1 (GLUT-1) and redistribution of GLUT-1 at the BBB [24] . Overexpression of GLUT-1 is viewed to have a positive effect on the maximal transport rate, T G0 , without altering the Michaelis constant, K G0 [25] . In rats with chronic hyperglycemia, the maximum glucose transport capacity of the BBB decreased from 400 to 290 micromoles per 100 grams per minute, and the glucose transport rate in the brain decreased to 20 percent below normal when plasma glucose was lowered to normal values [3] .
This mechanism, termed BBB adaptation to chronic hyperglycemia in Fig. 3 , represents a dynamic process with a long time constant, since brain glucose transport is not altered following short episodes of recurrent hypoglycemia in healthy human volunteers [25] . The adaptation must be inactive within the euglycemic range, since frequent variations, known as ultradian oscillations, occur in blood glucose. (5) is LapLace operator.
Equation (3) describing the facilitated infusion through BBB/BCB is thus modified to, where T G is adaptable according to equations (4) and (5) with respect to dysglycemia in the brain blood.
Model of the actuator characteristic of peripheral GIG interactions
Governing equations
The dynamics of glucose concentration in each extracranial segment (with the exception of the cardiocirculatory segment) is described as follows,
where V denotes glucose distribution volume and G glucose concentration. The superscript x represents the segment while the subscript mass or blood represents the mass The term p in equation (6) only appears in the mass compartment of the liver segment due to the endogenous hepatic glucose production or in the mass compartment of the gut segment due to the exogenous gastrointestinal glucose absorption. The term u in equation (6) consists of the two parts, namely, insulin-independent utilization and insulin-dependent utilization. The former corresponds to glucose discard from the kidney mass compartment through the urine in hyperglycemia, while the latter is mostly due to glucose metabolism in the muscular mass and various visceral mass compartments.
In the arterial and venous compartments of the cardiocirculatory segment, the dynamics of glucose concentrations are given as follows, 
Explanation of various terms in equations (6)-(9)
Hepatic glucose production Conversion of glucose into glycogen, as well as glycogenolysis and/or gluconeogenesis, in the liver is one of the primary strategies involved in the regulation of blood glucose concentration. High levels of either glucose or insulin serve to reduce glucose production by the liver, while glucagon stimulates hepatic glucose production.
The action of insulin on glucose production is a reflection of insulin concentration in the extracellular space, rather than in blood [26] . Therefore, hepatic glucose production depends not on the concentrations of glucose, insulin and glucagon in the blood compartment, but rather on their concentrations in the mass compartment of the liver segment.
The following linear equation is introduced to describe hepatic glucose production phenomenologically, where denotes net hepatic glucose production and is its steady-state value. Positive means net glucose is produced by the liver while negative means net glucose is stored or degraded in the liver. , and are local concentrations of glucose, insulin and glucagon in the hepatic mass compartment, respectively.
, and are their respective steady-state values. k 1 , k 2 and k 3 are positive parameters to be estimated. The four terms in the brackets correspond to basal production, contribution of hepatic glucose state, that of hepatic insulin state and that of hepatic glucagon state, respectively, to hepatic glucose production based on their steady-states. The signs of addition and subtraction are based on physiological functions concerning the effects of glucose, insulin and glucagon on hepatic glucose production. Equation (10), which is based on the concentrations of glucose, insulin and glucagon in the hepatic mass compartment, is completely different from mathematical descriptions based on their concentrations in the blood, which are commonly used in the currently existing theoretical models. Therefore, it is difficult to determine the numerical values for parameters k 1 , k 2 and k 3 from the literature. The values of these parameters are chosen based on trial-and-error during model verification and improvement.
Utilization by peripheral tissue
The action of insulin necessary to stimulate peripheral glucose utilization is also determined by its concentration in interstitial fluid that bathes insulin-sensitive cells [27] . The uptake of glucose peripherally (primarily the muscle, gut, lungs, liver, pancreas, kidneys and the other mass) depends not only on local glucose concentration but also on local insulin concentration. A suitable form of this utilization in the peripheral segment x is given as follows, 
Utilization by erythrocytes
Similar to brain glucose metabolism, glucose utilization by erythrocytes, u red in equation (8), is independent of insulin (and glucagon) concentration, but dependent on glucose concentration. It is a function of arterial blood glucose concentration with saturation. Following this perspective, the form of this contribution in equation (8) is described by the following equation (12) .
where is glucose utilization by erythrocytes, is its steady-state value. G art denotes glucose concentration in the arterial blood, and G art0 is its steady-state value.
Loss through urine
Glucose uptake by the kidneys consists of the following two types. First, insulin-glucose-dependent metabolism occurs in the kidney mass compartment, as given by equation (11) . Second, increased blood glucose concentration leads to loss of glucose through urine. Such glucose loss is independent of insulin and glucagon. On account of the physiological fact that glucose appears in the urine when the blood glucose concentration is over 1.8 mg/ml [22] , it is assumed that, when glucose concentration in the kidney mass compartment is below a threshold level (for simplification, 1.8 mg/ml in the model), urinary glucose loss is zero. In contrast, the rate of urinary glucose loss increases linearly with increasing concentration in the kidney mass compartment, once the glucose concentration in the kidney mass compartment exceeds the threshold level. Mathematically, this is described by the equation, where is the urinary glucose loss, w urine is urinary flow, at an average of 2 liters per day (0.023 ml/s), is the glucose concentration in the mass compartment of the kidney segment.
Permeability via capillary bed
The transcapillary delivery of glucose between the blood compartment and its adjacent mass compartment depends on the permeability coefficient and the concentration difference between the two compartments.
Assuming that the relation between transcapillary delivery of glucose and the concentration difference is linear, the term in equations (6) and (7) is described by, where is the permeability coefficient of glucose between the mass and blood compartments.
At steady-state, metabolic utilization of glucose in each mass compartment of the extracranial segments should be equal to the net glucose transport from its adjacent blood compartment. Accordingly, it is possible to estimate the permeability coefficient from the metabolic glucose utilization ( ), steady-state glucose concentrations in the mass compartment and the blood compartment, as given by the following equation (15) . 
However, the transcapillary delivery of glucose is under the influence of blood insulin [28] . Therefore, the glucose diffusion in equation (14) is modified as follows,
where the contribution of local insulin state to transcapillary glucose delivery is taken into account by introducing the last brackets.
Model of insulin and glucagon dynamics Insulin dynamics
The concentration dynamics of insulin in segment x, representatively consisting of mass and blood compartments, is described by dynamic mass balance as follows, Endogenous insulin is secreted from beta-cells in the pancreatic mass. Both elevated blood glucose and glucagon stimulate insulin secretion [22] . It is reasonable to consider that the concentrations of glucose and glucagon in the pancreatic mass determine the level of endogenous insulin production. As no insulin is produced in the brain, intracranial insulin concentrations depend on BBB/BCB transport of peripheral insulin. However, such transport is characterized by saturation [16] . Furthermore, hyperglycemia abolishes insulin transport across BBB [16] . Therefore, it is reasonable in this model to consider that BBB/BCB insulin transport also adapts with respect to dysglycemia.
Like that of glucose, insulin transport from brain blood to brain mass or to CSF also follows the Michaelis-Menten equation mathematically, on account of the analogous blood-brain barrier transport systems existing for glucose, amino acids, plasma proteins, as well as the circulating insulin [29] . Altogether, a formula similar to equation (3) is introduced to describe the facilitated transport across BBB/BCB of insulin as follows,
where K I0 is the Michaelis constant for the facilitated insulin diffusion across BBB/BCB, and T I is the maximal transport rate of insulin across BBB/BCB, which is glucose dependent, as given by equations (4) and (5) should be some days in the rat and some years in human.
Both gain κ I and time constant τ I are individual dependent.
In the extracranial segments, the transcapillary delivery of insulin from the blood compartment to its adjacent mass compartment is mediated through passive diffusion [28] .
Thus, where is permeability coefficient of insulin between the mass and blood compartments.
Since the metabolic removal of insulin in all insulin-sensitive mass compartments of the extracranial segments is equal to insulin diffusion from their adjacent blood compartments, could be determined from metabolic insulin removal, insulin concentrations in the mass compartment and blood compartment at steady-state, as follows,
The dynamics of insulin concentrations in the cranial segment are represented mathematically similar to equation (1), while the dynamics of insulin concentrations in the arterial and venous compartments of cardiocirculatory segment are described by using mathematical equations similar to equations (8) and (9).
Glucagon dynamics
Similar to that of glucose and insulin, the concentration dynamics of glucagon in each segment x consisting of the mass and blood compartments is described as follows, where and are the distribution volumes of glucagon, and are the glucagon concentrations of the mass and blood compartments in segment x, respectively, is glucagon transport from the blood compartment to its adjacent mass compartment in segment x, E art is the arterial glucagon concentration, and denote glucagon production and removal from the mass compartment in segment x, respectively, and w x is the blood flow to segment x. The last term on the right hand side of equation (26) represents net glucagon delivery through blood flow into the blood compartment within segment x.
In case of glucagon dynamics, the term corresponds to glucagon production from alpha-cells in the pancreatic mass. It depends on the concentrations of glucose and insulin in the pancreatic mass. In other words, either ele- The dynamics of glucagon concentrations in the arterial and venous compartments of the cardiocirculatory segment are described by using mathematical descriptions similar to equations (8) and (9).
Brain-endocrine crosstalk
As mentioned above, the GIG regulatory system comprises the peripheral GIG interactions and the central brain-endocrine crosstalk. The former is described mathematically in detail during modeling the actuator in equations (10), (11) , (18) and (19) . The latter, mainly consisting of the glucosensor-hypothalamus-liver-pancreas link [17, 30] , modifies the peripheral GIG interactions in order to control brain glucose homeostasis, as shown in Fig. 1 .
Various glucosensing neurons are distributed throughout the brain, which also receives afferent neural inputs from glucosensors in the liver, carotid body, and small intestines [15] . It is considered that glucose concentration in the brain mass is the major signal to the hypothalamus for the regulation of brain glucose homeostasis, while central insulin is a hormonal signal that provides negative feedback to the brain. For example, an increase in insulin signal in the hypothalamus elicits responses that reduce hepatic glucose production [31] . The anatomy of the brain-endocrine crosstalk is described in detail by Uyama and colleagues [17] .
However, the current knowledge regarding neuronal and hormonal signals for hepatic glucose production and pancreatic hormonal production are not quantitative but rather qualitative in nature. For simplification of theoretical discussion, it is assumed that a proportional feedback control of brain glucose occurs, mainly based on differences between brain glucose concentration and baseline.
As shown in Fig. 1 , peripheral glucose and central insulin act as auxiliary input to the central hypothalamic controller.
The controlled error is given as follows,
where a cg , a ci and a pg are parameters with appropriate unit. They are adjustable in the model to reflect varying importance of various glucose and insulin sensors in monitoring the glucose state in the body. The three brackets on the right hand describe the contributions of central glucose state, central insulin state and peripheral glucose state. The two plus signs (+) in equation (30) are based on the physiological fact that glucose-sensing neurons in the brain serve as integrators of various metabolic signals [13] .
Based on the assumption of proportional feedback control of brain glucose, three efferent signals are generated by the hypothalamus, that is, 
where α, β and γ denote signals regulating hepatic glucose production, pancreatic secretion of insulin and glucagon, respectively, k γ , k β and k α are parameters with appropriate units. They are all adjustable in the model to reflect varying importance of various mechanisms involved in glucose homeostasis. Since insulin depresses both hepatic glucose production and pancreatic glucagon secretion, k γ > 0 and k a > 0, while k β > 0.
Each of these signals acts to modify hepatic glucose production, pancreatic secretion of insulin and glucagon. Therefore, equations (10), (18) and (27) 
Stress input to the central controller
To take into consideration the effect of psychological stress, it is necessary to quantify it. To the best of our knowledge, a quantitative measure of stress has not been established. Therefore, a rather abstract variable of positive value varying between 0 and 1 is introduced to describe mild to severe stress, respectively. Various durations of stress, namely, short-term, repeated, long-term, are also used to describe the stress encountered in daily life.
It is well documented that stress causes a direct increase in pancreatic glucagon production through catecholamines, which play a critical role in these fight-or-flight circumstances [32] . The increase in glucagon levels, stimulated by increased catecholamine, drives increased glycogenolysis and gluconeogenesis in liver. In contrast, insulin is decreased during times of stress [32, 33] . The fight-orflight response to stress characteristically increases hepatic glucose production.
Taking account of the systemic effects of stress on the hepatic glucose production and pancreatic hormonal secretion, various coefficients can be introduced into equations (10'), (18') and (27') to describe the total effects of stress. That is,
where s denotes the severity of stress. The first bracket on the right hand of each equation describes the effect of stress.
Parameters
Various physiological parameters, such as distribution volume, blood flow and metabolic allocation, are common to the current model and the integrated model developed previously for systems medicine in the intensive care [18] [19] [20] [21] . In addition to the original data applicable in this model, values of special parameters for the GIG regulatory system are added mainly based on literature. 
Production or secretion
Glucose input into the circulation is normally approximately 2 mg/min/kg of body weight [34] . At normal fasting level of blood glucose, the rate of insulin secretion is in the order of 25 ng/min/kg of body weight [22] . The secretion rate of glucagon could be estimated based on glucagon removal under steady-state conditions. Such estimation yields a value of approximately 1400 pg/min/ kg of body weight in humans [35] .
Utilization or removal
The main contributors to glucose disappearance in the fasting, resting state are brain, lean tissues, adipose tissue and red blood cells [34] . In the model, total glucose input of 2.24 mg/s is assumed to be utilized in various mass compartments and the arterial blood compartment (brain 0.65, lung 0.08, pancreas 0.01, gut 0.25, liver 0.12, kidney 0.02, muscle 0.67, the residual 0.22, and the arterial compartment 0.22 mg/s). The allocation of glucose utilization is completely assumed while taking account of the weight of various mass compartments.
Under normal physiological state, insulin secreted by the pancreas is cleared in the liver, kidney, muscle, adipose tissue and other tissues [32] . As in case of glucose utilization, total insulin secretion of 28 ng/s is considered to be cleared in various tissues (brain 0.27, lung 3.70, gut 0.26, liver 21.43, kidney 0.79, muscle 0.74, and the residual 0.81 ng/s).
Both the kidney and liver also remove glucagon from the circulation, accounting for 30% and 20% of disposal, respectively [32] 
Concentration
In normal subjects, glucose concentration in the brain is about 20 mg/dl, CSF 60 mg/dl, jugular venous blood 90 mg/dl and carotid arterial blood 100 mg/dl [11] . In the present model, they are assumed to be 18.42, 58.42, 88.42, and 96.75 mg/dl, respectively. The glucose concentrations in various mass compartments are assumed on a mass-to-blood glucose level of about 60% [36] . Particularly, it is possible to calculate the concentration in various blood compartments according the steady-state values of glucose concentration and glucose utilization in a mass compartment without glucose production as follows, Insulin concentration in the brain is less than that in the blood [37] . Insulin concentrations in CSF, brain mass and arterial blood are assumed to be 2.83, 2.41 and 43.56 ng/ dl, respectively, in the model, while considering that the insulin permeation across BBB/BCB into the CSF and brain mass is only removed from the brain mass. Insulin concentrations in various extracranial mass compartments are assumed on account of mass-to-blood insulin level of about 25% [27] .
In the model, the arterial blood glucagon concentration is 0.81 pg/dl, which is consistent with the physiological range of blood glucagon concentration of between 0.25 and 1.5 pg/dl after 12 h fast [35] . Glucagon concentrations in various mass and blood compartments are assumed on account of mass-to-blood glucose level of about 40%, taking account of the physiological fact that the plasma protein concentration in the interstitial space is normally about 40% of that in the plasma [38] .
Furthermore, the concentrations of insulin and glucagon in various blood compartments could be calculated as in case of glucose.
Permeability coefficient
The permeability coefficient at the capillary bed could be estimated by equations (15), (24) and (29), based on the steady-state value of local concentrations and metabolic utilization or removal. The estimated values are confirmed by a few available clinical parameters. For example, the permeability coefficient in muscle is 1.7-6.0 ml/ min/100 g for glucose and 0.5 ml/min/100 g for insulin [28] .
As assumed above, all these parameters are time-invariant. Various physical and physiological parameters used for simulations are summarized in Table 1, Table 2 and Table  3 .
Suggested values for some unavailable parameters
Values of some parameters are assumed during model verification and model improvement, since no data are available in the literature, as mentioned above. Calculations of these parameters are also based on the assumption that hepatic glucose production, pancreatic hormonal secretion, glucose utilization and hormonal removal depend on local concentrations of glucose, insulin and glucagon in the mass compartments, as described in equations (10), (11), (12), (13) , (18) , (19) , (27) and (28) , in the present model. Such assumption is acceptable in a mathematical approach because the shapes of the functions, instead of their mathematical forms, are more important [8] . Particularly, the following values of appropriate units are assumed (Table 4) [32] . Estimated on base of compartmental mass. [32] . Estimated on base of compartmental mass. (15), (24) and (29). Positive parameter concerning contribution of hepatic glucagon state to hepatic glucose production in Equation 10 0.25 k 4 Positive parameter concerning contribution of local glucose state to glucose utilization by peripheral tissue in Equation 11 0.001 k 5 Positive parameter concerning contribution of local insulin state to glucose utilization by peripheral tissue in Equation 11 0.001 k 6 Positive parameter concerning contribution of local glucose state to insulin secretion within the pancreatic mass compartment in Equation 18
1.0
Positive parameter concerning contribution of local glucagon state to insulin secretion within the pancreatic mass compartment in Equation 18 0.01
Positive parameter concerning contribution of local insulin state to insulin removal from insulin-sensitive tissue in Equation 19 0.03
Positive parameter concerning contribution of local glucose state to glucagon secretion within the pancreatic mass compartment in Equation 27 0.01
Positive parameter concerning contribution of local insulin state to glucagon secretion within the pancreatic mass compartment in Equation 27 0.1 
For brain feedback regulation
The aforementioned values are assumed for simulation only. They do not have any physiological meaning and/or are not based on strong evidence.
Model verification
Simulations are conducted using the model to compute the GIG regulatory responses to bolus, stepwise or continuous intravenous glucose infusion. Simulation profiles are compared with clinical data, quantitatively and/or qualitatively, to verify the model.
Response to bolus intravenous glucose infusion
Fishman observed in five normal adult subjects that the CSF glucose level changes in parallel with changes of blood glucose level following intravenous infusion of a bolus of glucose [11] . A similar dose (0.75 mg/kg in 90 seconds) was assumed for the model and the glucose concentration in the arterial blood compartment and that in the CSF compartment were simulated. The results are shown in Fig. 4 . The clinical data of Fishman are also shown for comparison [11] .
The model-estimated blood glucose concentrations at 0.5, 1, 2, 3 and 4 h were 210.0, 140.0, 116.1, 105.8 and 98.9 mg/dl, respectively (Fig. 4a) . The concentration of glucose in the blood increased rapidly during intravenous glucose induction. Following the completion of bolus administration, the concentration decreased rapidly. A plateau concentration was reached at about 4 h.
As shown in Fig. 4b , the model-estimated CSF glucose concentrations increased at first and then decreased during the 6 h simulation. The concentration of glucose in the CSF increased more slowly during induction than it did in the blood and the decrease was also slower than that in the blood. The estimated CSF glucose concentrations at 0.5, 1, 2, 3 and 4 h were 83.0, 89.8, 83.0, 73.6 and 66.5 mg/dl, respectively. Glucose concentration reached a plateau after 5 h. These results demonstrate that the CSF glucose concentration correlates with, and is much lower than blood glucose concentration.
Visual inspection of the data displayed in Fig. 4 shows that both arterial and CSF glucose concentrations estimated by the model following bolus intravenous glucose are comparable with the clinical observations by Fishman [11] . Particularly, a variable time about 4-6 h was required in vivo before the CSF glucose level reached its steady-state equilibrium with the blood glucose. CSF glucose level in the experimental subjects would not reach a peak level for about 2 hours after rapid intravenous glucose injection, and did not reach its equilibrium for about 4 hours. CSF glucose was normally about 65% of blood glucose. The current model simulated the peak CSF glucose concentration at about 1 h and the CSF glucose level continued to decrease for 5 h. A similar CSF-blood glucose ratio of less than 1.0 was also simulated in the current model. Altogether, the blood and CSF glucose concentrations predicted by the model are compatible to the clinical data concerning the GIG regulatory system response to a bolus intravenous glucose infusion.
Response to stepwise intravenous glucose injection
Tillil and colleagues measured blood glucose concentrations following intravenous glucose administration in 7 normal subjects, each of whom received 20, 50 and 100 g of glucose intravenously over 3 h [39] . Similar doses were used in the model; thus, 12% of the total glucose dose was assumed to be infused into the venous compartment of the model in the first 30 min, 48 and 32% over the next 2 h, respectively, and 8% over the final 30 min. The simulation results of arterial blood glucose are shown in Fig. 5 .
Glucose concentration in the blood increased immediately in response to intravenous glucose infusion. As shown by the first half of the simulation profiles, the resultant blood glucose concentrations, as well as their changes, depended on the infusion rate. The incremental and total areas under the glucose concentration curves increased significantly in response to increasing doses. In each simulation profile, the peak glucose concentration occurred at 1.5 h, i.e., the end of infusion at maximum rate.
These simulation results demonstrated that blood insulin concentration also increased with respect to intravenous glucose infusion. The incremental and total areas under the blood insulin concentration curves increased in parallel with that of blood glucose curves in response to increasing glucose dose (data not shown). The peak insulin concentration occurred after the peak glucose concentration. With increasing doses of intravenous glucose, the blood insulin concentrations were elevated. Even when glucose concentration returned to its basal value at the end of the simulation period, the concentration of insulin in blood was still higher than the basal value.
Tillil and coworkers noted that incremental glucose areas after intravenous glucose injection increased as a function of the glucose dose [39] . The same was true for the incremental and total areas under the insulin concentration curves. The elevated insulin concentration returned to its base value later than the elevated glucose concentration. It was also demonstrated in their normal subjects that with increasing doses of intravenous glucose there was an increase in peripheral blood glucose response as well as in the insulin secretory response.
Considered together, the responses depicted by the model with respect to stepwise intravenous glucose infusion are consistent with the clinical observations.
Response to continuous intravenous glucose injection
Changes in blood concentrations of glucose, insulin and glucagon following continuous intravenous glucose infusion (at 0.01 mg/s) were simulated in the model. As shown in Fig. 6 , oscillations were observed in each of the simulation profiles of blood glucose, insulin and glucagon. All periods of oscillation were about 120 min., while their amplitudes were about 20 mg/dl for glucose, 15 ng/ dl for insulin and 110 pg/dl for glucagon. It was demonstrated that both glucose and glucagon reached peak levels before that of insulin. The estimated time difference between glucose and insulin peaks was about 30 min.
Blood glucose concentration response to stepwise intravenous glucose infusion The model simulation results are consistent with those of currently existing theoretical models, such as the models of Sturis et al. and Li et al. [7, 8] , both of which were developed to mimic experimental findings of ultradian oscillations during constant glucose infusion. Sturis' model simulated the amplitude of glucose oscillation of 20 mg/ dl, as simulated in the current model. Li's model demonstrated that both the oscillation amplitude of blood glucose and that of blood insulin depended on the glucose infusion rate. It was confirmed that the simulated oscillation amplitudes of blood glucose and insulin in the current model were within the amplitude ranges predicted by Li's model. Both Sturis' and Li's models simulated earlier glucose oscillation than insulin oscillation. For example, Li's model predicted the time difference between glucose and insulin peak levels to be about 20 min, which also depended on the glucose infusion rate. The simulation results in our model are in agreement with these reported results.
With respect to the effect of glucose infusion rate on ultradian oscillation, it was demonstrated in Li's model that there existed a bifurcation point for the glucose infusion rate (about 1.25 mg/dl/min or 2 mg/s if the volume of glucose space is 10 liters [7] . Therefore, the oscillations in blood glucose concentrations were sustained when the rate of infused glucose was somewhat less than the bifurcation point. Particularly, ultradian oscillation would be sustained theoretically by a little glucose infusion. When the rate of infused glucose was larger than the bifurcation point, no oscillation would be sustained. It should be pointed out that the oscillations arise even without glucose infusion in the Li's model, majorly because the oscillation is induced by two explicit time delays. The current developed model was used to simulate how changes in glucose infusion rate affect the ultradian oscillation. Fig. 7 shows that oscillation would occur even when the rate of intravenous glucose was 0.0001 mg/s while it would disappear when the constant glucose infusion rate was 1.0 mg/s. Furthermore, the bifurcation point for the glucose infusion rate in this model is estimated to be about 0.4374 mg/s. Although this identified bifurcation point is somewhat different from that of Li's model, the current model is comparable with Li's model in simulating the existence of Hopf bifurcation point for glucose infusion rate.
Taken together, our model is consistent with the currently existing models in describing ultradian oscillations, based on their quantitative and qualitative agreements.
Other qualitative verifications Response to bolus intravenous insulin infusion
Simulated infusion of insulin (375 ng/kg over 90 seconds) into the venous compartment resulted in increases in both blood and CSF insulin levels, while blood glucose level was maintained between 90 and 120 mg/dl. The simulation results demonstrated that insulin concentration dynamics in the blood and that in the CSF are characteristic of two-or three-compartmental model, and are consistent with the results reported by Schwartz and coworkers [40] , where dynamics of CSF insulin was described by a three-compartment model.
Response to continuous intracranial glucose infusion
To examine the central effects of glucose on systemic glucose homeostasis, Lam and colleagues infused glucose directly into the third cerebral ventricle of conscious rats [2] . The results showed that such infusion lowered blood glucose levels. In our model, simulated glucose infusion into CSF compartment decreased blood glucose concentration. However, the estimated level of blood glucose was dependent on the infusion rate; a small rate (0.05 mg/s) resulted in ultradian oscillations in blood glucose, while a large infusion rate (0.25 mg/s) resulted in the disappearance of such oscillations.
Response to continuous intracranial insulin infusion
Woods and colleagues suggested that insulin signaling in the hypothalamus initiates a signal via the vagus nerve to the liver to reduce glucose synthesis and secretion into the blood [30] . Hence, insulin in the brain acts by reducing peripheral blood glucose levels. In our model, simulated insulin infusion at rates between 20 and 30 ng/s into CSF compartment decreased blood glucose levels. The resultant blood glucose concentration was dependent on the infusion rate. That is, the higher the infusion rate, the lower the resultant blood glucose level.
Dependence of ultradian oscillation on glucose infusion rate Altogether, the results of simulation studies demonstrate that intracranial infusion of glucose or insulin results in reduction of peripheral blood glucose levels.
The above simulation results (which are summarized in Table 5 ) provide solid support and verification of our model.
Results
To determine the roles of stress and BBB adaptation in the generation of hyperglycemia, which generally accompanies hyperinsulinemia and hyperglucagonemia in diabetes, simulated stress input of varying strength and duration was introduced in the model, together with fast BBB adaptation. The use of various simulation paradigms allowed clarification of the relationship between brain glucose homeostasis and blood hyperglycemia in diabetes.
Role of stress
As described during modeling, stress, which is described abstractly by parameter s in eq. (10"), (18") and (27") , is a disturbance input to the central controller. It affects the efferent signals that regulate hepatic glucose production and pancreatic hormonal secretion in this model. The parameter s varies from 0 to 1, which describes the severity of stress from mild to severe. Furthermore, the duration of stress (short-term or long-term) can also affect glucose production. Time constant of BBB adaptation in this simulation is of 1200 h.
The results of simulated stress are shown in Figs. 8 and 9 . Stress, independent of its duration and strength, caused transient or persistent peripheral hyperglycemia in all simulations.
With regard to the severity/duration of stress, a long-term mild stress, corresponding to s = 0.1, resulted in a steadystate peripheral hyperglycemia characteristic of ultradian oscillation, in the GIG regulatory system (Fig. 8 ). In contrast, the ultradian oscillation disappeared upon simulation of mid-(s = 0.5) to severe-stress (s = 0.9). The Hopf bifurcation point for stress is estimated to be about 0.24. That is to say, if stress is smaller than 0.24 (s < 0.24), the oscillations are sustained and if stress is larger than 0.24 (s > 0. 24) , no oscillation will be sustained.
The level of resultant hyperglycemia was dependent on the severity of stress, i.e., the worst the stress, the higher the resultant blood glucose level. Continuous application of severe stress (s = 0.9) resulted in persistent hyperglycemia and blood glucose never returned to its basal level, rather, a new steady-state hyperglycemia (> 120 mg/dl) was established. On the other hand, blood glucose level was still within the euglycemic range (< 120 mg/dl) following imposition of mid-level stress (s = 0.5). Considered together, mild-to-mid level stress seems to induce little disturbance of the GIG regulatory system, while severe stress has the worst influence.
With regard to the duration of stress, short-term severe stress (s = 0.9) applied in the first 1 h caused a transient increase in blood glucose level (Fig. 9a) , and decreases in blood insulin (Fig. 9b ) and blood glucagon levels (data not shown). These transient responses disappeared after removal of stress during the simulated 48 hours. That is to say, there is no bifurcation point for the length of time over which the short-term stress is applied. Short-term stress resulted in a steady-state, characteristic of ultradian oscillation, together with elevated blood insulin and glucagon.
Recursive stress of 4-hour period (2 h active, as shown by the shaded areas in Fig. 8 , and then 2 h inactive) was applied. The simulation results showed a continuous increase in maximum blood glucose during the application of such stress. The insulin concentration was depressed during each active period but rebounded during each inactive period. The peak insulin concentrations were elevated during stress application, with a time-delay compared to peak glucose concentration. Such increase and time delay are probably due to the inertia of the GIG regulatory system. Similar to that of short-term stress, responses of blood glucose to repeated stress also converged to a similar steady-state following termination of stress. Continuous intracranial insulin infusion [30] Although human studies on the role of stress on the onset and course of diabetes are limited, a large body of evidence based on animal studies supports the notion that stress reliably induces hyperglycemia in diabetes [4] . Importantly, the results of simulation tests using the present model compare well with clinical knowledge. Therefore, the model is partially verified in modeling the effects of stress on the generation of hyperglycemia. Quantification of severity of stress using parameter s varying from 0 to 1 seems a reasonable approach.
Role of BBB adaptation
In order to simulate the roles of BBB adaptation in the generation of hyperglycemia, the time constants in equations (5) and (22) were assumed to be 4 h in the model, although these time constants may be some years for an adapting BBB in human. Such an assumption of short time constant is due to the time limitation of computer simulation. Therefore, the simulation results (solid line in Fig. 10 ) should be considered as fast-forward of the responses (broken line). Long-term severe stress (s = 0.9) is assumed in the simulation.
As shown in Fig. 10a , with a fast BBB adaptation, a hyperglycemic steady-state of blood glucose was generated in
Response to long-term stress of variable severity Figure 8 Response to long-term stress of variable severity. Response to severe stress of variable duration the present model, while brain glucose was maintained within the euglycemic range. At the same time, both the concentrations of blood insulin and blood glucagon were higher than their basal values, while the ratio of glucagon to insulin was elevated. The present model simulated an abnormal state, which is similar to diabetes/hyperglycemia, hyperinsulinemia and hyperglucagonemia [32, 41] , of the GIG regulatory system under long-term stress, together with a fast BBB adaptation.
The simulation results are consistent with clinical facts. That is, as reviewed by Jiang and Zhang [42] , the absolute levels of glucagon or the ratios of glucagon to insulin are often elevated in various forms of diabetes in both animal and human subjects. The same authors also pointed out that chronic hyperglucagonemia correlated with and was in part responsible for increased hepatic glucose production and hyperglycemia in type 2 diabetes. Based on the physiological fact that stress increases glucagon secretion through the HPA axis, it is reasonable to consider stress as one of the causes of hyperglycemia in diabetes. As shown in Fig. 10b , brain glucose homeostasis was achieved during peripheral hyperglycemia. The brain glucose is at euglycemic level while blood glucose is at hyperglycemic level. The simulation result should motivate clinical verification whether chronic hyperglycemia in diabetic patients does not alter brain glucose concentrations, compared with the healthy subjects.
In order to simulate the effect of gain of BBB adaptation on the resultant hyperglycemia, κ G in equation (5) was varied from 0 to 0.5. The simulation results showed that the resultant peripheral hyperglycemia was dependent on κ G . That is, the larger the gain κ G , the worse the resultant hyperglycemia (data not shown). If κ G = 0, which corresponds to an inadaptive BBB, a state of elevated glucose levels in brain and blood within the euglycemic range would be inevitable. However, the elevated brain glucose would never return to its basal level.
These simulation results demonstrated that BBB adaptation contributes to the generation of hyperglycemia and homeostasis of brain glucose level under stress. Both the gain and time constant of BBB adaptation to dysglycemia are important. Based on their dependence on the individual, it is reasonable to speculate that a person with a large gain and short time constant would be sensitive to stressinduced hyperglycemia and ultimately develops diabetes.
Discussion
Importance of brain glucose homeostasis
The brain is one of the major organs that require continuous energy supply by glucose. Maintenance of constant glucose concentration in the brain is of supreme importance mainly due to the fact that the brain is uniquely dependent on the availability of glucose and that dysglycemia, either hypoglycemia or hyperglycemia, would induce brain dysfunction. Not only in healthy individuals but also in diabetics, brain glucose concentration is maintained at constant level. Physiological evidence suggests that the maintenance of constant glucose level in the brain is more important than that in the blood.
The present study was based on the theme that the ultimate goal of glucose-insulin-glucagon (GIG) regulatory system is not blood glucose homeostasis, but rather brain glucose homeostasis. Anatomically, different parts of the brain, particularly the hypothalamus, are important centers involved in the regulation of brain glucose homeostasis. Physiologically, changes in brain glucose levels elicit a complex neuroendocrine response that rapidly corrects dysglycemia in the brain.
Whereas the relations among the brain, glucose homeostasis and diabetes have been qualitatively recognized in experimental animals and clinically in patients, no theoretical analysis is available on the relationship between brain glucose homeostasis and hyperglycemia in diabetes.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper that targets the control of brain glucose homeostasis and provides a theoretical framework for the role of the brain in the generation of hyperglycemia in diabetes.
Role of stress
Stress has long been shown to have major effects on metabolic activity as energy mobilization is a primary result of the fight-or-flight response. Stress stimulates the release of various hormones, which can increase blood glucose levels. Based on the same mechanism, stress could also potentially induce a state of chronic hyperglycemia in diabetes. Although human studies on the role of stress on the onset and course of diabetes are limited, the notion that stress reliably produces hyperglycemia in disease has been supported by animal studies [4] .
Since no quantitative measure of stress is available at present, an abstract variable of positive value varying between 0 and 1 was introduced in the model to describe the severity of stress from mild to severe. The stress-simulation results compared well with clinical knowledge concerning the stress-induced hyperglycemia in diabetes [4] . Various simulations of the severity and duration of stress conducted in the present study emphasized the roles of stress in the appearance of hyperglycemia, not only qualitatively but also quantitatively. As a corollary to these simulation results, some patients with diabetes may not require glucose-lowering agents at all, rather, they may benefit from a less obvious treatment directed against stress, such as relaxation.
BBB adaptation as a main cause of diabetes
To maintain brain glucose homeostasis, glucose transport from the blood to the brain should be regulated accurately, according to the short-term and long-term states of blood glucose. In fact, BBB helps govern the brain glucose homeostasis through temporary and permanent mechanisms. The former is through the BBB semi-permeability to glucose, which is a physical filter with respect to sharp swings in blood glucose levels, while the latter involves BBB adaptation, which is a physiological change with respect to chronic hypoglycemia or hyperglycemia.
As shown by the simulation results, BBB adaptation for brain glucose homeostasis, together with long-term severe stress, contributes to hyperglycemia. A vicious cycle of hyperglycemia and BBB adaptation would exist in diabetes. However, such a feedback loop should be considered as a self-protective mechanism of the brain, through which brain glucose homeostasis is maintained. In other words, brain glucose homeostasis requires increasing blood glucose levels if glucose transport from the blood to the brain is depressed due to BBB adaptation. If not, the brain would be short of glucose, as seen in "insulin shock", where the blood glucose is controlled euglycemically by insulin while the glucose transport across the adapted BBB is not improved.
Theoretical analysis suggests a novel hypothesis, namely, hyperglycemia observed in diabetes is one of the controlled results for brain glucose homeostasis through a permanent adaptation mechanism. Also, as a suggestion, remodification of BBB adaptation in diabetes, with pharmacokinetic or genetic measures, could be a potentially suitable strategy for clinical control of hyperglycemia in diabetes.
Modeling of ultradian oscillation
Although our understanding of diabetes has progressed very rapidly in the past decades, diabetes is still a disease that has no cure. Every effort, both in vivo and in vitro, should be made to prevent and treat this disease. In this regard, theoretical or mathematical models constitute interesting tools, because they can provide insights, improve intuitions, clarify assumptions of formal theory, allow for estimating parameters, determining sensitivities, simulating simple and complex phenomena and providing future predictions for diabetes control.
The current model was particularly successful in providing a novel interpretation of the mechanism underlying ultradian oscillation. The hypothesis that ultradian insulin secretion represents an instability in peripheral GIG interactions has been the subject of a number of studies, including the mathematical model originally proposed by Sturis et al. and lately modified by Li et al. [7, 8] , where time-delay is included implicitly or explicitly to produce ultradian oscillation.
The present model has similar characteristics of the models of Sturis et al. and Li et al. [7, 8] , in simulating ultradian oscillation, without including any time-delay. It is considered that oscillation is generated in the model mainly due to feedback control via peripheral GIG interactions and the central brain-endocrine crosstalk, but not due to timedelay. The model does not exclude the possible role of time-delay in generating ultradian oscillation, as permeability at the blood-mass interface may introduce some implicit time-delay and partially contribute to the generation of ultradian oscillation in the model.
Limitations of the model
No model ever reproduces all facets of the original system. As pointed by Gatewood and colleagues [43] , no matter how small pieces one chooses, there always seems to be smaller ones; no matter how many details one models, there are always others. The same applies to modeling the GIG regulatory system. In this paper, the brain glucose homeostasis is targeted and modeled as the principle of GIG regulatory system. The relationship between brain, as well as stress, and hyperglycemia in diabetes is simulated in the model. Although the simulation results are highly suggestive, modeling is based on some assumptions.
One of the important limitations of the model is the need of a set of physical and physiological parameters that is difficult or impossible to estimate within a single individual. Although various values are given for most of these parameters based on the literature, more than 20 parameters have to be given arbitrary values selected by the authors. Verifications given in the section of model verification provide greater assurance that predictions made by the model are correct. However, the model only simulates an "average subject". A formal sensitivity analysis is left for future research.
Further testing of the model is also required to determine whether it is suitable for individual patient parameterization which is a key requirement for clinical use. Further refinements might be appropriate after tuning various parameters to fit pertinent clinical data. However, the model in its current form clearly has a role as a patient simulator. In this respect, it provides theoretical framework with which to analyze the relationship between brain glucose homeostasis and blood hyperglycemia in diabetes and to plan therapeutic strategies for diabetes.
Conclusion
In this paper, the control of brain glucose homeostasis was considered as the ultimate goal of the glucose-insulinglucagon (GIG) regulatory system. In order to demon-strate theoretically the relationship between brain glucose homeostasis and hyperglycemia in diabetes, a brain-centered compartment model of GIG regulatory system is developed from the viewpoint of systems control. The model consists of both peripheral GIG interactions and central brain-endocrine crosstalk, while taking account of the effects of stress and BBB adaptation to dysglycemia.
The results of various simulations highlighted the unique features of the GIG regulatory system. In particular, an abnormal state similar to diabetes, characterized by blood hyperglycemia but brain glucose homeostasis, was simulated in the model of a person with a fast BBB adaptation and under long-term severe stress. Based on the simulation results, we conclude that, (i) both long-term severe stress and BBB adaptation contribute to hyperglycemia; (ii) blood hyperglycemia may be an outcome of control of brain glucose homeostasis in diabetes. Based on these theoretical results, in vivo experiments are welcome to provide direct evidence for the relationship between brain glucose homeostasis and hyperglycemia in diabetes. (10), (11), (18) , (19) , (27) and (31); m: estimable parameters in equation (2); p: production rate; s: strength of stress; t: time; u: utilization rate; v: degradation constant of glucagon; w: blood flow or urine flow; α: regulatory signal of glucagon secretion; β: regulatory signal of insulin secretion; γ: regulatory signal of hepatic glucose production; κ: gain; τ: time constant. 
